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Plotting:
Complete the free Novel in a Nutshell to establish your main character and central theme.

Explore your characters, their quirks, their voice, their desires, the basics — do this for all major characters and anybody else who has an 
impact on the story and the protagonist.

Explore your setting and timeline, why is the story set where it is, when is the story set and how does that affect your characters and plot, 
does the time period or any other social setting have impact?

Write a skeleton plot outline with the most important major actions that you’ll fill in with more detail later: starting situation; inciting 
incident; action; thwarting/complication; action; thwarting/complication; rinse and repeat as necessary; all goes wrong; the final push and 
climax; resolution and final scene.

Play What If? with your outline. Get index cards and write alternative scenarios. See what happens if you change the order of events or add 
new twists.

Explore voice and point of view by writing a few diary entries from a few major characters. Decide who should be speaking and how.

Review your skeleton plot outline and start filling in scenes to make it deeper, generally extending it to flesh out an entire novel-length 
piece. You’ll probably end up reviewing this plot outline and adjusting it after writing a lot of your novel. No plot outline will be perfect 
because the story has to come across naturally and that will happen during the process. So make a date to review your plot outline some-
where in the middle of writing.

Writing:
Decide how long you want your novel to be and evenly break up the work over the next four months. Whether that means how many words 
you write each day or how many scenes you tackle in a week, split your novel into clearly defined targets. Make a plan and stick to it.

For each month, break your monthly target down into weekly goals. Make sure you take into account holidays and anything else that will 
distract you. Plan around everyday life.

How to write your novel in six months
Start with our free Novel in a Nutshell: 10 Day Idea Challenge. Ten-minute exercises in ten worksheets. Just click this link.
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Write everything down in your calendar, put a big plan on your wall or add reminders in your phone. Anything to keep yourself going 
through the writing.

Set up your writing environment for maximum comfort and usability. That might mean a Do Not Disturb sign on your office door or a pair 
of headphones and tea at the ready.

Try and get outside support. Tell your friends, join a writing group, set up a reward system with your significant other/a friend where you 
get a goodie with each goal reached.

Recognize that it can, and probably will be, hard. Let yourself have bad days, but keep writing through them.

Sit down and write. Every day.

Put yourself in the chair in front of your laptop/notebook and write. Every day.

Did we mention you should be writing? Every day. Make a habit of it.

Editing:
Let your manuscript sit for a week or two to give yourself space and perspective.

Take the entire manuscript and write down the major scenes on index cards. Rearrange, add, and take away as needed to make the big 
picture as perfect as it can be.

Make a closer inspection to check for consistency, character arc, and story arc. This might require a few different readings because if you 
find one problem (say you spelled the main character’s name Ellena for ten pages then switched to Elena for another forty and then back to 
Ellena for the remainder) you want to read through the entire manuscript for that one problem. If you start trying to fix everything at once 
you will miss things.

Now comes the copy editing: cutting extra words, making sure your sentences each sound great and make sense, checking punctuation, 
correcting grammar and typos. You can print the manuscript out, send it to your eReader, or read it out loud to help you catch some of 
these errors. A different perspective makes the tiniest errors obvious.
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Your targets should be specific and to some degree measurable. ‘Write 500 words daily’ or ‘Write flying pig scene’ is more manageable than ‘Write 20,000 
words’ or ‘Write novel’.
After detailing your monthly targets, break it down into weekly goals.

Action Plan

Month Potential Distractions Targets
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